
Tired Bunny Goes To Sleepy Mountain - An
Adventure of Rest and Renewal
Once upon a time, in a faraway land, there lived a little bunny named Benny.
Benny was an adventurous and curious bunny who loved exploring new places
and meeting new friends. But as time went by, Benny started feeling tired and
exhausted from all his adventures. He knew he needed a break.

One sunny morning, Benny woke up with a heavy heart. He couldn't find the joy
in his usual activities anymore. He longed for a place where he could rest and
renew his energy, so he decided to embark on a journey to the Sleepy Mountain.

The Sleepy Mountain was known to be a magical place, where tired souls found
solace and rejuvenation. Legends said that the mountain's mystical aura had the
power to calm restless minds and bring peace to weary hearts.
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Carrying a small backpack filled with essentials, Benny hopped on his way,
determined to reach the Sleepy Mountain. Along the way, he encountered various
challenges and obstacles, but his determination and the thought of finding rest
kept him going.

As Benny ventured deeper into the forest, he noticed a beautiful waterfall
cascading down the rocks. Mesmerized by its serene beauty, he stopped for a
moment to feel the cool mist on his fur. The sound of the rushing water washed
away his worries, and he continued his journey with a renewed sense of hope.

The path to the Sleepy Mountain was treacherous, with steep cliffs and winding
turns. Benny's little paws trembled with fear, but he pushed ahead, clinging to the
belief that paradise awaited him at the end.

Finally, after days of trekking through dense forests and crossing rocky streams,
Benny reached the foot of the Sleepy Mountain. The sight took his breath away.
Lush green meadows stretched as far as the eye could see, adorned with colorful
wildflowers dancing in the breeze. The air was crisp and carried a sweet scent of
pine and wild berries.

Benny knew he had arrived at his long-awaited destination. He eagerly made his
way towards a cozy cave nestled at the mountain's peak. The cave was said to
be a gateway to the mountain's magical powers of rest and renewal.

As soon as Benny entered the cave, a warm and comforting light embraced him.
He found himself in a chamber filled with soft moss and pillows, where he could
finally lay down and rest. Exhausted from his journey, Benny slowly closed his
eyes, feeling a wave of tranquility wash over him.



In his dreams, Benny saw various animals from distant lands, all united by their
desire for rest and rejuvenation. They danced and played, their exhaustion
melting away as the mountain's energy enveloped them. In that moment, Benny
realized that his tiredness was not unique to him alone. All beings needed a
sanctuary of peace and stillness to find their true selves.

Days turned into weeks, but Benny remained in the Sleepy Mountain's embrace.
Each day, he woke up feeling more energized and filled with gratitude for the
mountain's healing powers. He spent his time exploring the mountain's trails,
meeting other tired souls seeking solace, and spreading the joy he found within
himself.

One fateful day, Benny knew it was time to leave the Sleepy Mountain and share
his newfound wisdom with the world. With a heavy heart, he bid farewell to his
beloved sanctuary, knowing that he carried its magic within him wherever he
went.

Returning home, Benny saw the world with fresh eyes. He appreciated the little
joys of life and found new ways to rest and replenish his energy. He became an
inspiration to others, showing them the importance of embracing rest and finding
solace in times of weary. The tale of Tired Bunny Goes To Sleepy Mountain
spread far and wide, and Benny's journey became a symbol of hope and renewal.

And so, dear reader, remember Benny's story when you feel tired and weary.
Know that there is a Sleepy Mountain within each of us, waiting to offer its gentle
embrace. Take time to rest, find solace, and renew your energy. The world will
become a brighter place and your adventures will be even more fulfilling.
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Can't get your child to sleep? Then help is here with Tired Bunny.

Part of Mary Fern's best selling Bedtime Series of Please Go To Sleep Books
Often children can find it difficult to go to sleep.

It's much more fun to play with friends and family. Their busy minds find it difficult
to unwind and sleep can become problematic.

The story has been crafted to include specific sleep time suggestions, the
narration and pace of the story is designed to slow your child's rhythm down and
bring them to gentle restful sleep. The audio book run time is around 30 minutes
and it can be played from any device and will become a part of your child's
bedtime routine.

The kindle book and the paperback are available as well as a supplement to the
audio file and can used when you would like to share those final moments at the
end of the day with your child before they fall fast asleep. Watch out, it might
have the same effect on you as well.

Happy dreams to all children and parents.
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